SEEKING TO REDEEM THE POLLUTED STREAM BRINGING BACK ITS GLOW AND GLEAM!
Note, the below is written as though Rotary was massively distributing the revolutionary Moslet toilet, and
therewith doing a vital work worthy of donations to extend their efforts. The below could also be written as though Red
Cross or Samaritan's Purse were effectively distributing the Moslet, and likewise being rewarded with donations. The
unique Moslet toilet was birthed through much passionate research instigated by Google's request for ideas that would
help the most people. Gates Foundation likewise has been seeking for a lifesaving waterless toilet.

- BREAKING NEWS Rotary Dives Into A Revolutionary Toilet And Comes Out Smelling Like A Rose. Rotary
Provides Restoration Of Streams, Rivers As Well As Soil, To Polluted Third World Countries!
Rotary, in addition to it's wondrous past
humanitarian efforts, is now bringing new sanitation and
life to millions living in poverty in third world
countries! Rotary through the revolutionary new Moslet
Toilet, which can be manufactured and shipped around
the world for approximately $25.00 each, is seeking to
supply whole villages with toilets at a time and thus is
transforming whole villages in unison. Providing a
whole village at once with Moslet toilets gets people's
attention and encourages everyone to join the effort and
make the change others are making. If people upstream
are cleaning up the river, it gives them courage to do the
same for those downstream. Such a broad and united
effort helps create a landmark of needed change. Rotary
first educates and works together with local officials.
Five thousand Moslets can be shipped in one large
shipping container, making shipping costs per toilet very
minimal around the world.
Rotary in it's distribution of the revolutionary
Moslet, is emphatically seeking to instigate both quality
and lasting sanitation. Rotary in their sanitation effort is
incorporating effectual techniques of presentation,
education, and implementation. The Moslet toilet,
together with proper education and implementation, has
potential to not only deter much pollution, stench, and
sickness but to also in due time provide safe and
effective fertilizer and thus greatly improved soil and
crops. The Moslet, which features a vital urine diverting
and gate system, basically requires no water or
chemicals, and yet can be odor free insomuch it can be
used indoors as well as outdoors. Thus a mere donation
of $25.00 has potential to wondrously transform the life
of a family who has lived in a land of pollution,
sickness, and depleted soil. Further the $25.00 donation
not only provides a toilet, but also helps fund its
implementation.
Please join the honorable effort of Rotary by
providing a mere donation of $25.00 to the RotaryWorld-Sanitation-Drive. Better yet provide a monthly
donation of $25.00 and change the life of a family every
month! If everyone in USA would contribute a mere
$25.00 to the effort, more than a 250 million Moslet
toilets could be purchased and distributed! If therewith
each toilet serviced a family of four, these could provide
new life and sanitation for one billion suffering people,

without the donors feeling any real pain in their pocket
book, while yet having the satisfaction of having
contributed to something very worthwhile. In this
project everyone can win, and most of all the poor who
need to win, do win!!
Further the Moslet could be life saving in times
of crisis in the USA, as well as being an excellent toilet
for camping, cabins, or bedrooms of the elderly. Thus
Rotary will ship a Moslet toilet to any address in the
USA for a mere donation of $110.00, while therewith
also providing a toilet to be shipped about the world.
Please join the effort and donate $25.00, or donate
$110.00 and get your own Moslet as well!
In addition, the Moslet can nicely be
incorporated with a much larger waste receptacle, than
the included family size receptacle. The large waste
receptacle also has the option of a unique earth flush
system. Even further, the Moslet, with it's vital urine
diverting and gate features, can nicely be combined with
a dual pit toilet system, providing greatly improved and
easier to sustain pit style sanitation. The Moslet earth
toilet, is named after the famous Patriarch Moses, as it in
a convenient manner, simply incorporates and excels in
his sanitation instructions.
Christians, Jews, and
Moslems alike, all greatly honor the Patriarch Moses.
The possibilities of the Moslet earth toilet are earth
changing, and may earth arise and capture them!
To learn about the simple yet amazing Moslet
Toilet see the below pdfs and video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRy3hlHuazk
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16411607/InstForMoslet.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16411607/TheMosletWatD.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16411607/TKitchenCV.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16411607/LifeSaverPoster2.pdf

Misc notes
The $25.00 price may need adjusted. The toilet
and shipping is estimated at $17.50 each ($131.000.00
for a container of 7,500). This would leave $7.50 per
toilet to implement them, which adds up to $56,000.00
remaining to fund implementing the 7,500 toilets.
Hopefully as things progress villages would copy other
villages in a sanitation revival, as would greatly deter
their past and needless pollution of the land.

